
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
The ESL program is an academic program designed for non-
native speakers and international students who need English
skills to participate in American society, to enroll in vocational 
or academic programs at the college level, or to enter or advance
in the workplace. Students will attain and refine language and
study skills as well as deepen their knowledge of U. S. culture
through a series of specially designed courses in sentence structure,
reading , writing, speaking, listening, pronunciation, and conver-
sation. Students have access to computer, video, and lab equipment
through the Independent Learning Center. Individual and group
tutoring can be arranged free of charge for any student needing
help. Students may also participate in college clubs and attend
all extra-curricular activities.

TESTING:
Students do not need to present a TOEFL (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) score to enter Black Hawk College’s ESL 
program, but students should have a beginning knowledge 
of English equivalent to 430 or 117 on the TOEFL to move
through the program efficiently. If the student has taken the
TOEFL, he/she should report the score to the ESL Coordinator,
for this and other test scores will help place the student accurately
in the program. Before class registration, all first-semester students
will be given the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency.
The test is composed of three segments:

1. Michigan Test of Aural Comprehension (listening)
2. Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency 

(grammar, vocabulary, reading)
3. Writing Sample (composition)

Placement on the test is as follows:
60 or below  beginning level
60 to 69         intermediate level
70 to 80         advanced
80 or above   academic program

PROGRAM PROFILE:
Students attend classes 5 days per week. The average class size
is small and the average course load is three hours each day.
Students are given daily assignments as well as special projects
that are completed outside of class. Students take the equivalent
of 12 credit hours for a full class load. Upon finishing the program,
students receive a certificate of completion at the spring graduation
ceremony.

INTERMEDIATE ESL:
Students who enter this level have decided to begin academic 
or vocational programs. All reading, writing, speaking, listening,
and sentence structure activities are taught in the context of a
variety of academic disciplines. Students study the simple sentence
from a linguistic perspective, write paragraphs using all rhetorical
modes, write college essays, give 5 to 10 minute oral presentations,
use the computerized library resources, listen to academic lectures
and take notes.

Courses of this level: ESL 061  Simple Sentence Structure
ESL 063  Reading I
ESL 065  Writing I
ESL 067  Listening/Speaking I
ESL 069  Pronunciation and Conversation

ADVANCED ESL:
Students in this level advance their language skills and knowledge
of the academic culture so that they can enter academic classes
or vocational programs. They study complex sentence structure,
write documented academic essays and research papers, read a
variety of texts from many disciplines, read a novel, listen to lectures
and take notes, and give 10—15 minute speeches. Students at
this level participate in a number of special projects. They create
an ESL newsletter that is distributed campus-wide; listen to lectures
given by Black Hawk College professors, and interview professionals
in their chosen fields. Students take field trips related to class
readings.

Courses of this level: ESL 073  Reading II
ESL 075  Writing II 

s COMM 105/ESL 072  
Essentials of English/Grammar II

s COMM 100/ESL 078  
Communication Skills/
Listening/Speaking II

*  All of these courses are offered at Black Hawk College.
s Students receive 3 transferable credits for each of these      

courses.

For more information contact:
Ann Bollati

English as a Second language Coordinator
309-796-5183

ESL English as a Second Language Program
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What Comprises the ESL Program 

BY:  MODZINU K. DOGBE 
 Black Hawk College, one of the best 
educational centers in the Quad Cities, runs a 
crucial program, English as a Second 
Language. 
 This program serves international 
students from eighteen to sixty years old, who 

come from all over the globe. 
In total, fifty-six countries are 
represented: Africa (11), Asia 
(13), Middle East (5), Spanish 
Speaking World (13), Europe 
(13) and North America (1) 

(from the ESL Enrollments: 1991-2005). 
According to Donnie Hall, Student System 
Coordinator, the number of ESL students has 
increased progressively over the past three 
years. Indeed, the program has registered 135, 
171 and 198 students in 2003, 2004 and 2005 
respectively. 
     As one can notice above, the ESL 
program shows a wonderful cultural diversity 
because the students come from different 
countries. This diversity enriches ESL students 
who learn from each other and their different 
experiences. It is a good opportunity for 
students to learn how to deal with people of 
different cultures. It is the best way to enhance 
the fraternity and unity of people. Ana Mattia, 
an ESL student from Brazil, concurred with the 
advantages of this diversity. She said, “I think 
this contact with people from other cultures is 
great because we learn about them, and also, 
we learn to respect ideas and ways of life that 
are different from ours.”  
       The ESL program strives for important 
purposes. Anne Bollati, who has been the ESL 
Coordinator for fourteen years, said, “We give 
the ESL students skills they need in English, 
and study skills for American universities. We  

 
help them to be very well-prepared for 
challenges in college classes.” She also 
mentioned the help the program gives students 
to face family problems and financial issues. 
        To achieve its goals, the ESL program 
has a well-developed structure of classes and 
a dedicated staff. The academic ESL program 
includes two levels: Levels 6 and Level 7, 
which have five and four classes respectively. 
In addition, there are five levels in the Adult 
Education ESL Program; these classes are at 
the local Outreach Center. 
       Level 6 and Level 7 take almost two 
years, depending on the student’s background. 

For this reason, Karen 
Hindhede, English-ESL 
instructor, said, “I think it is 
important to complete 
Levels 6 and 7 because the 
classes are so intensive, 

hands-on and practical. Every night students 
have homework which reinforces classroom 
lessons. Many assignments emphasize 
practical skills like speaking in front of others 
and interviewing. Students usually feel ready to 
move to their program of study after 
completing Levels 6 and 7 because they feel 
more confident and comfortable with their 
reading, writing, and speaking skills.” 
       The staff of the ESL program is 
composed of Anne Bollati, who usually teaches 
one class; Lisa Miotto, the only full-time ESL 
teacher; Karen Hindhede, a full-time college 
teacher and part-time ESL teacher; Susanna 
Etzel and Theresa Bries, who are part-time 
teachers; and Darla Schnabel and Kassandra 
Merrill, who are student workers. These people 
sacrifice their time and energy to make the 
program efficient and effective. 
       The ESL program has its strengths and 
weaknesses that Bollati pointed out. The 
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strengths of the program are: high 
expectations for students, a comprehensive 
and organized curriculum, small class size, 
competent and dedicated teachers, and very 
hard-working students. 
       Besides these strengths, the ESL 
program shows some weaknesses. According 
to its coordinator, it is very hard to make 
everyone happy in the same class because of 

the heterogeneity of the classes. For 
instance, in the same class, 
there are students who have 
a high level of education, 
some who did not finish 
elementary school, working 
students and I-20 students 
(students who are not 

allowed to work). Also, the class time and the 
length of the program make the ESL program 
complex.  To reduce these weaknesses and 
make the program efficient, Bollati ideally 
would like two separate programs. 
     In addition to the above weaknesses, 
the problem of quitting the program is very 
important even though there is no data 
regarding the retention rate. Some students 
quit because of “too much pressure from jobs 
and family and financial problems,” said Bollati. 
Quitting the program has impact on students 
and the program. According to 
Bollati, fewer opportunities and 
less integration in the Quad 
Cities are the results for 
students who quit the ESL 
program. It also leads us to “The need to 
reexamine our program, classes etc…,” she 
added.    
     The ESL program is a good program 
that any international student could take 
advantage of. 
 

 
 

Reacting to Katrina 
BY:  KAMADIM DOUTI  

 On Monday, September 5, 2005 a 
Category 4 hurricane hit the Gulf Coast of 

Mexico leaving behind 
victims, destroyed houses, 
blackouts, hungry people, 
and dirty water. Since the 
catastrophe, many actions 
have been taken in the 
country to relieve suffering 

and to support the recovery efforts of 

Hurricane Katrina. In fact, individuals and 
groups, including universities and colleges, 
have organized to collect donations. 
      Black Hawk College is one of the 
colleges which has contributed to the 
Hurricane Katrina relief efforts in a variety of 
ways.  Today, we know that we need to help 
victims. Pursuing this purpose, Black Hawk 
College allows student victims from the 
disaster to attend the QC Campus. According 
to John R. Biermann, a student who attended 
Delgado Community College in Louisiana in 
might enroll here. Biermann, Director of Public 
Relations, stated, “We’re also talking to 
someone in Kewanee who knows a displaced 
family with a daughter interested in taking 
Cisco programming courses at Black Hawk. In 
case student victims from the disaster attend 
the college,” said Biermann, “no matter where 
their permanent residence is (Illinois or out of 
state, or in district or outside our district), they 
would pay our in-district rate of $69 per credit 
hour.” 
 Black Hawk College students were very 
touched by the disaster, and they have 
collected personal basic items to help those 
people evacuated to shelters and others who 
are still living in their houses. As an example, 
the Level IV nursing students through Becky 
Maxson, Associate Professor of Nursing, 
collected scrub clothes, new underwear, new 
socks, basic hygiene items such as shampoo, 
lotion, body scrubs, deodorants, toothbrushes 
and tooth paste, feminine hygiene products, 
and blood pressure cuffs. The above items 
were collected through September 23 and 
have been sent to Louisiana State Nurses 
Organization. The nursing students also gave 
blood through the Mississippi Valley Regional 
Blood drive at the Quad-Cities campus. 
   Besides the items sent by the nursing 
students to the medical staff in Louisiana, 
students, faculty, and staff also collected cash 
donations and gave them to international 
humanitarian organizations for 
the Hurricane Katrina Fund. For 
instance, the Full-Time Faculty 
and Pro-Tech Union Local (BHC) 
donated $100 to the American 
Red Cross for the help of people 
in need. The Student 
Government Association (SGA) collected 
$304.44 with a September 14th fundraiser in 
conjunction with the student Welcome Back 
cookout which was held at the Business and 
Communication Education Center (BCEC) at 
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BHC. Other cash donations from the students 
have been provided to help the effort such as 
$168 from Massage Therapy students, $298 
from Outreach/QC Campus, and $200 from 
United Auto Workers students at BHC. 
        From the administration to the 
students, everybody at BHC felt bad about the 
devastation along the Gulf Coast of Mexico. 
“It’s just an incredible disaster. About 15 years 
ago, I saw destroyed houses six months after 
Hurricane Hugo, and I understand how difficult 
life is for the people living in this area,” said 
John R. Biermann.  Karen Hindhede, the ESL 
Writing II teacher said, “I felt more saddened 
with this event and more angry at our 
government’s response than I’ve ever felt 
before. This tragedy affected me emotionally 
more strongly than the September 11th tragedy, 
recent overseas bombings, or other past 
natural disasters.”  
     Students also felt very bad about this 
event. “Hurricane Katrina was a horrific 
disaster that tested the lives of millions of 
people physically, mentally, and spiritually. It 
destroyed thousands of homes, killed 

hundreds of family members. 
The rich became poor, and the 

poor became even poorer in 
most instances. Now, we 

should rely even more on 
prayer, help from God and help 

from each other. Whenever convenient I’ve 
made donations,” said Kirk Rylander, a 
theology student at BHC.  Jessica Chen and 
Ana Mattia, Writing II students, stated they felt 
bad and sad for the people who live in New 
Orleans and have had their houses destroyed; 
they are really angry at the government 
because it didn’t act quickly enough to secure 
the population. Today, we only can rebuild 
whatever is destroyed. That’s why they donate 
money to support the efforts of the Hurricane 
Relief. Kasandra Merrill, a work- study student 
for the ESL program at BHC said, “It seemed 
unreal to me. I still have trouble imagining what 
it would be like to live through such a disaster.” 
       Do you know how I felt after the 
devastation of Katrina? I felt great sympathy 
for the people in the stricken areas. The wall of 
my family’s apartment in Lome, Togo, fell down 
during a heavy storm in 1991, and we lost 
everything. I know how helpless I felt when we 
had to move to my mother’s house which is 
located 15 kilometers from there. The feelings 
of vulnerability are overwhelming. We were 
lucky enough to move into the house, but 

thousands in Louisiana and Mississippi are 
homeless now. My heart goes out to all of 
them. Wherever the opportunity is given to me 
(shops, restaurants, school, or work places), I 
donate money to contribute to the support of 
the Hurricane Katrina Relief.      
 To conclude, atrocities of the 
hurricanes need to make us stronger. Only as 
a unit will we 
overcome these kinds 
of situations. This can 
happen to everybody, 
and it’s important to 
help each other. Today, 
people living along the 
Gulf Coast of Mexico 
need help from Black Hawk College, and the 
students who have proven that they were able 
to demonstrate their humanity for people in 
need. Hopefully, the future for those people 
living along the Gulf Coast will be better, and 
the government will act more quickly in similar 
situations. 
  

 
 

 
BY: MARVIN E MEJIA 

  When I first started taking ESL classes 
at Black Hawk College, I feared for 
how I was going to manage my time 
with work and school because I 
knew that homework would take 
up much of my time since I had 
been out to school for four years. At 
first, attending classes at college 
was very difficult since I did not 
know how to use my time effectively for 
working, studying, and attending classes. 
Since I started to get involved in school, I have 
met people of different ethnic backgrounds, 
with differing levels of education and of 
differing ages who have to work while they 
attend school. 
 I interviewed people about what is or 
was the biggest problem that they have or had 
faced with working and attending school 
simultaneously.  There were many answers 
ranging from not having enough time to do 
sports, hanging out with friends, or finishing 
homework to having problems with sleeping, 
learning the language or adapting to the 
culture. By far the most common difficulty, 
however, was managing time effectively.  
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      Cristina Greene, a college counselor at 
Black Hawk College who is from Argentina, 
said, “When I was working on my Master’s in 
college counseling, my main challenge was to 
be able to use my time efficiently since I was 
always short of time for one thing or another, 
and I did not want to feel that I was neglecting 
my family.” Like Cristina Greene, Eric McNeil, 
who is an American student majoring in visual 
communication, said that time management, 
because of working full-time and going to 
school, is his biggest problem. Not only do 
Cristina Greene and Erick McNeil face this 
problem, but also another student Maria Wells, 
an ESL student from Mexico, faces this 
problem. She said, “Managing my time around 
my schedule in order to finish my homework 
and to enjoy my children is the hardest part of 
working and attending school.” 
      As I continued to 
interview more people, I learned 
that each of the interviewees has 
developed a unique plan of 
organization to overcome this 
difficulty. One good example is 
Mary Jo Curless, an American 
who is a career advisor at BHC 
Outreach Center. She said that learning to 
make a list and scheduling the most important 
to the least important things was what worked 
for her. Other people make self sacrifices to 
overcome their difficulties. My classmate, Isaac 
Carr, who is an ESL student from Liberia, West 
Africa, and who will major in nursing after he 
completes the ESL program, said, “I try not to 
focus on my social life because school is my 
major focus.” Developing a good plan does not 
have to be a “science project,” since we can all 
work to keep life simple like my friend María 
Vazquez, a student from Mexico majoring in 
accounting. She said that what works for her is 
to try to manage her time throughout the day 
by just focusing on what needs to be done. On 
the other hand, my classmate from Togo West 
African, William Soglo, said, “What works for 
me is by taking it easy.” By this he means, 
trying not to get too stressed or overwhelmed. 
      After facing time-management 
difficulties and doing a lot hard work, what is 
the real reason that keeps people from giving-
up? Each of the interviewees has or had a 
special reason to keep going. For example, 
Mary Jo Curless said that for her it worked to 
visualize what she likes to do, which is 
teaching. Erick Mc Neal gives another special 
way of holding on when he said, “The fact that 

I have come this far and to 
then quit would be a 
waste of my time and 
money.” Thinking 
about her future, 
María Vasquez 
stated that all the 
hard work and 
struggles she has come through will pay at the 
end. For inspiration, William Soglo believes, 
“With hope, faith, and confidence, I will reach 
my goal.” Some of us have additional reasons 
that keep us going. Maria Wells said that her 
children are her reason for continuing with 
work and school since she wants to be a good 
example for them and wants them to be proud 
of her success. All of the people who I 
interviewed have or had special and strong 
reasons why they keep going. It does not 
matter what the reason is as long it helps us 
from giving up. 
      Each of the interviewees had a feeling 
of motivation. What made their words even 
more special was that each of them had advice 
to share with all of us who are trying to 
succeed. “The best way to succeed is to keep 
life simple as possible.” “Manage time 
efficiently and change your direction based on 
life circumstances when it is needed to reach 
your goal.” “Work hard but give yourself 
sometime to recharge your battery.” “Always 
keep your head toward your goals.” “Keep 
going, there is always a finish line.” 
“Determination leads to success.” “If your have 
dreams, fight for them.” “Stay focused and 
concentrated on your goals and DON’T GIVE 
UP.” It does not matter where each piece of 
advice came from; what is important is how 
each advice can help us succeed.  
      It does not matter how far in school you 

are, what ethnic group 
you or how old you are, 
but what is important is 
that we are not alone; 
there is always something 
or someone who is more 

than willing to help us overcome 
any fear and reach our destination in life.  
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Career Opportunities 
How I Chose My Occupation! 

BY: ISAAC CARR 
       As I was growing up, I thought about 
being a pilot. Some people thought of being 
doctors, engineers, police officers, technicians 
and reporters. Who do you hope to become? 
My career is my future, my hope and success. 
I finally decided to be a nurse because of the 
passion and devotion I found in my heart for 
this field.  
         Firstly, when I was a 
child, I used to like watching 
planes landing and taking off. I 
was impressed that pilots were 
always honored when they flew 
through bad weather. I loved 
the design of the planes, the 
communication set and the pilots’ uniforms; 
however, my dream of being a pilot ended 
because my parents did not have enough 
money to sponsor me in school when the war 
broke out. My life took a new turn.  
        This war in Liberia, which lasted for 
fourteen years, brought social disorder 

because families lost all of their 
resources. However, within 
this upheaval, I found my 
place. I became the 
breadwinner for my parents 
and family due to my 

ambition to help the community. I was given 
the opportunity to work with humanitarian 
organizations (The Red Cross, Action Against 
Hunger, UNHCR, and Save The Children) for a 
few years in different locations. I provided 
rescue, food, and protection services for 
vulnerable women and children. With what I 
saw and lived through during our civil war, I 
changed to be more caring and more people-
focused. 
       Wouldn’t you have liked to come with 
me when I was working 
in four African 
countries: Sierra 
Leone, Guinea, Ivory 
Coast, and Liberia, 
where I left a mark? I 
thought to myself, why were some people not 
getting what they needed in terms of medical 
treatment? My own response was that the 
essential needs were not being met because of 
lack of cultural sensitivity. The privacy of 
women who were sexually abused was 
respected to avoid shame and loss of their 

pride; consequently, they did not always get 
the help they needed.  I once spoke to Dr. 
Borshirie, a Ugandan working for the CARITAS 
mobile clinic, a Catholic fund and relief 
organization in Ivory Coast, who said the 
system put in place is not effective due to 
limited manpower. He said, “We have the 
resources, but the technical know-how is 
lacking.”  He continued, “There is no career 
that I felt was more important than what I’m 
doing.  If I only served as a doctor without a 
family, my patients would be my family,” the 
doctor said. Do you believe his statement? I 
did, and it changed my life.  
      For me, at that time, working as a 
community services officer was a big task 
because I was deeply 
involved with all the 
agencies dealing with 
those affected 
communities by 
documenting those 
children separated 
from their biological 
family and finding foster families through 
churches, and responsible people. Those 
children were traumatized by the terror of 
witnessing the death of their parents, rapes, 
sexual exploitation, and forced labor during a 
civil crisis in the sub region of Liberia, Guinea, 
Sierra Leone and the Ivory Coast. Can you just 
imagine what happens to women and children 
who are caught in the cross-fire of angry army 
men, or those who fall behind the enemy 
zone? They were used as sexual slaves; some 
women gave birth to unwanted children. What 
can you say to people who are living under the 
influence of drugs? How do you support these 
people? 
      Despite my involvement with the 
community, I felt that those innocent children 
became more vulnerable as carriers of 
venereal diseases like UTI, STD, HIV/ AIDS. 
When I left work, I sat with my family and cried. 
I could never stop thinking and designing 
strategies to help the children. I always felt that 
I needed to contribute to the society in other 
ways. 
        Eventually, my 
traveling to the U.S. 
made me make up my 
mind to go into the 
medical field, which will 
give me the opportunity 
to meet my goal. I first 
started as a CNA because of  a class that I 
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took at Black Hawk and a job which I really 
enjoyed. Beside that, I volunteered at the 
Trinity Medical Hospital in Rock Island in the 
PRN section just to understand the 
responsibilities of working in a hospital at that 
time when I was waiting for my license as a 
CNA. To reach my goal, I’m so anxious to 
complete my ESL classes and get started with 
the academic classes to study in order to 
become a nurse. 
       In Liberia, nurses, doctors or health 
workers are respected because they save 
lives.  Marjorie S. Corrick, a Public Health 
Nurse at the Rock Island Public Health 
Department says, “The nursing field is a 
devotional job, helping people in need, a 
passion that you will feel as though without 

you, life is not in its 
fullness.” In addition, 
when I help 
someone in need, I 
feel that special 
attraction of touch to 
heal. Therefore, my 

career choice gives me a job where I feel 
needed and where I will enjoy success in 
saving lives. Career opportunities should not 
only be for the purpose of money making, but 
also it should be your devotion, your love and 
your dedication. Think of what you choose to 
study for your future career with a purpose. I 
am going to be a nurse. 
 

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ 
 

 
 

 
 

 
BY: KIMIKO KOJIMA 

 Like most students, ever since I was six 
years old and started school, I have been 
around teachers. I am 18 years old and now a 
student at Black Hawk College. I would like to 
ask you, what is a good teacher? Being a 
teacher is always hard work. Just as each 
student has different characteristics, so does 
each teacher. To me, being a good teacher is 
to be willing to help students understand and 
teach students not only knowledge but also 
something important in life, such as life 
lessons.  

    This is my life lesson that one teacher 
taught me. He was one of my favorite teachers 
in Japan. His name is Mr. 
Kinoshita and taught me at 
middle school; also he was my 
coach for the girl’s basketball 
team. At my middle school, we 
were not allowed to bring any 
food or drink. However, at that 
time, it was considered “cool” among students 
to bring food among students. We were also 
hungry after a practice, so we used to sneak 
food. One day, he caught my friend and me 
when we were having snacks. We hid them 
right away even though we know he saw us 
eating. We thought we might not get in trouble. 
However, by the act of hiding our food and 
telling him that there was nothing going on, his 
face changed with anger. He said, “You are not 
allowed to bring any food in to this school, so 
why didn’t you think about saying sorry first, 
instead of hiding it and telling a lie.” This 
happening still impresses me today. I learned 
the importance of being honest and admitting a 
mistake. 

Mr. Kinoshita is one of the best 
teachers I had in Japan. There are three 
teachers that influence me a lot at Black Hawk 
today, so I interviewed them to hear their 
opinions of being a good teacher. 

Anne Ney is the ESL tutor who helps 
international students at ESL lab. She has 
been working as a teacher since 1968, almost 
40 years. I asked her for her opinion about 
being a good teacher. “Patience is what one 
needs to be a good teacher. Also, 
one needs to have tolerance and 
to understand students’ 
differences,” she said. She 
learned about the importance of 
being tolerant from international 
students. “It is very important as 
we grow into a globalized 
society. We must learn to accept each other no 
matter what country one is from. We are all 
equal. We just have not had equal 
opportunities.” 

I know that her patience and tolerance 
have supported students a lot. In fact, students 
want their teacher to have these characteristics 
too. Doghe Modzinu, a student from Togo 
says, “My favorite teacher is patient, 
understanding, and dedicated.” From a 
students’ view, these attitudes are significant 
and required elements to a good teacher. He 
said that he wants his teacher to understand 
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his personality; also he wants to be evaluated 
correctly. He wants to his teacher to give him 
remarks that help him to improve his 
knowledge. 

Students want to be treated as an 
equal by their teacher. Also, they are willing to 
learn things they don’t know from teachers to 
be more knowledgeable. Jim Robinson is an 

American who used to be a 
student and now is a parent 
of two children. He said, 
“Really, the most significant 
mark of a good teacher is 
the ability to get his or her 

students to learn and 
especially how to learn on 

their own, beyond the class.” 
Lisa Miotto is another of my favorite 

teachers. She has been teaching 17 years. 
She became a teacher because she wanted to 
volunteer in a developing country. As for her, 
the substance of a good teacher is to try to 
consider how classes are alike and how 
homework works for students from their points 
of view. She said, “Planning is necessary too. 
It has to be done carefully.”  

This semester she teaches three 
classes, which meet everyday. Her goal in 
teaching is to do the best she can without 
killing herself. I think the work load is hard for 
every teacher. It is tough to respond to all 
students’ demands. In my reading class, we 
learned about the possibility of a teacher’s 
mistakes. After we finished reading the article, 
Lisa told us how a teacher is not perfect, and 
she said that she is not perfect either. From a 
student’s view, we sometimes forget that 
teachers are human too. They need their time 
as students do. They could make a mistake as 
students could. They can not be perfect, as 
students can’t. But like she said, she tries to do 
her best, so I think that is the reason which 
makes her a good teacher.  

Anne Bollati is the coordinator of the 
ESL Program. Her experience at school as a 
student was surprising. “I hated school. I didn’t 
like school because my 
teachers were 
traditionally strict,” said 
Anne. “But I still wanted 
to be a teacher.” It has 
been 30 years since she 
became a teacher. She 
moved to a couple of schools, and finally 
teaches English to international students here 
in Black Hawk. She is not only a teacher for 

students, but also for teachers. I asked her 
what the most important quality is to be a good 
teacher. She answered the question without a 
moment’s hesitation and said, “To have a 
heart.” And she kept on, “That is the most 
important thing for a teacher. I can teach the 
techniques of teaching, and they can continue 
to grow. But if they don’t have a heart, I can’t 
give or teach a heart.” 

Through out the interviews, I also 
learned new ideas from these teachers. Similar 
to students, they have differences in their 
personalities. So there is not only one way to 
be a good teacher. Again, this job is not just 
about giving student’s knowledge. Anne Bollati 
also told me that I could be a teacher within 
any job in the future. At the end of the 
interview, she said, “Most important in life is 
other people, more than a job, money, or 
fame.” Those words came from her teacher’s 
spirit, which makes people happy. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 
 

Take a Break to Re-educate 
BY: ANA MATTIA 

 Before moving to United States, I knew 
that this country was the “fast food nation,” but 
I couldn’t imagine that it would be so difficult 
for me to adapt to the American way. I come 
from a country where there’s fast food 
everywhere; however, people eat pizzas, 
hamburgers and hot dogs only occasionally. I 
come from a country where people usually 
cook or sometimes go to a sit-down restaurant 
for lunch. In Brazil, fast food will have to wait a 
little more to be as popular as in the U.S. 
 American food represents all kinds of 
sandwiches, burgers and pizzas. David Ellison, 
Independent Learning Center Assistant at 
Blackhawk College, says that when he was 
growing up, “American 
food was a meat dish 
(hamburger, chicken, 
ham), vegetables, fruit, 
milk and dessert 
(cookies),” prepared by 
his mother. Today, with 
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working and being busy all the time, people 
often don’t cook anymore; that’s when all the 
convenience of fast and frozen food helps 
people. For Ellison, “Today, American food is 
fast food from McDonald’s, and anything you 
can cook in a microwave.” 
 For Marvin Mejia, who is from El 
Salvador but has lived in United States for 14 
years, a good lunch is, “When all the family is 
together,” which sounds similar to the Brazilian 
culture. In Brazil, people enjoy stopping for 
lunch in a good restaurant where it’s possible 
to find all the delicious food we cook at home. 
And if people don’t work too far from home, 
they have lunch with their families, which is an 
opportunity to relax before going back to work 
full of energy.  
 In the United States, people are not 

used to stopping for lunch, 
and it’s not just about time, 
it’s about culture. Different 
from Brazil and several 
other countries, people 

here learn not to have time 
for lunch. Anne Bollati, ESL Program 
Coordinator at Blackhawk College, says, “I 
don’t eat lunch. I have never really eaten 
lunch!” And for people who do, like Jessica 
Chen, who has lived in the U.S. for seven 
years, “Going out to eat means TGIFriday, 
Dennies, KFC, Taco Tuesday and Subway.” 
 Americans usually don’t cook a big 
meal at home, but when they 
do it often happens in the 
evening. For Kimiko Kojima, 
who is from Japan, the 
“biggest meal in the U.S. is 
supper,” and she has “fast 
food for weekday suppers 
because it’s convenient.” Different from 
Kojima, there are some people who do cook 
dinner, like Bollati. She says, “I cook dinner six 
days a week and try to eat a main dish, 
vegetables and fruit” because for her “fast food 
is bad; it is for every once in a while.” 
 Americans don’t organize their meals. 
For breakfast, people will even have a soft 
drink and snack food, and for lunch “water and 
a candy bar,” says Kojima. On the other hand, 
Brazilians have a good breakfast, a good lunch 
and a good dinner. For breakfast they may 
have bread and jam, milk, shakes, yogurt, 
cereal and any other kind of healthy and 
nutritious food to start the day. For lunch, 
typical Brazilian food can include meat, rice, 
potatoes, beans, soup, salad, vegetables, and 

pastas. For dinner, Brazilians vary between 
bread, ham, cheese or a sandwich to a meal 
similar to lunch time. 
 In the United States, some families 
rarely have a meal like Brazilians do every day. 
Chen says that her family has a balanced meal 
“mostly around holiday time.” 
 I like all kinds of 
hamburgers and pizza, but 
it’s not healthy to eat them 
every day nor even every 
week. This is not just a 
cultural difference that I 
have to respect, but also a 
concern about my health. 
Kojima say, “too much fast 
food gives her a 
stomachache,” for example. 
People must be aware of all 
the health problems they 
can have with uncontrolled snacks and fast 
food. “Many health problems occur because of 
what food you eat. Your body requires many 
vitamins, minerals and nutrients which certain 
foods provide. If your body doesn’t get this, 
certain parts of the body may loose strength, 
energy, the ability to function,” says Ellison. 
 Sometimes Americans eat too much 
fast, frozen and canned food because 

they don’t have enough time to do 
everything they need, even though 

they know that this food is not healthy. This 
aspect is very different from Brazil. A good 
possibility for Americans is to try to have a 
different mindset when eating lunch in order to 
try to eat better and relax at the same time. 
Even some Americans would like to have more 
time for lunch. Ellison, for example, says that 
he wishes he could “relax a little longer and 
have a nice lunch with the proper foods.” 
Healthier food doesn’t mean spending 
more time preparing a meal, but it 
does mean gaining time in our life 
without concerns for the future. 
Our health depends on 
ourselves. 
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WORKING AND GOING TO 

SCHOOL 
BY:  KOFFI TETE 

 I’m from Togo, a small country in West 
Africa.  I graduated from the 
University of Togo; I taught 
mathematics and physics in 
high school.  While I finished 

at the university, I was 
teaching in private school.  It was difficult 

for me to manage school schedules and job 
schedules.  In addition, I lived with my parents 
who provided financial support.  In December 
2003, I came to USA with my family in order to 
seek better opportunities and better living 
conditions.  Very soon, I realized that I had to 
deal with going to school and work again.  This 
is a more difficult situation than I faced in Togo 
because I have to support my family and do 
not have parents to help me. 
 How am I managing with this complex 
situation?  I have to go to school in the 
morning and go to work in the evening.  I have 
been taking the eight mandatory ESL classes, 
and I have lot of homework to turn in everyday.  
This makes me feel crazy every single day of 
my school year.  I’m a full-time student, and I 
work full time at Tyson Fresh 
Meat Company.  Therefore, I 
make my own time table in 
order to organize my activities 
and responsibilities.  I often leave 
school around noon; I work on my 
school assignment until 1:00 pm.  
After eating, I sleep for one hour and leave for 
my job.  I come back at home at 1:00 am.  I 
bathe, and I finish my assignments and go to 
bed.  Some days, I return tired because my job 
demands so much energy.  Still, this situation 
doesn’t prevent me from attending school.  
Everyday, I cope with this complex situation.  
Similar to other students, I have to make a lot 
of sacrifices to overcome the challenge of 
working and going to school. 
 Moha Abdelkader is from Morocco, a 
big country in North Africa.  Moha has been in 
the USA since October 2000.  Like me, Moha 

asserts that he has faced a 
serious problem of going to 

school and working.  
Even though Moha 
graduated from a 
technical school in his 

country, he has to go to school in order to get a 

USA diploma.  In addition, Moha needs 
financial resources to pay his school fees, his 
bills, rent and personal needs, so he’s obliged 
to work.  Moha said, “It was too difficult for me 
to go to school and work at the same period.”  
Thus Moha didn’t get good grades.  He 
decided to abandon school.   

The financial needs and family 
responsibility explain very well the necessity of 
going to school and working.  Students have to 
pay their school fees, buy a computer to 
complete online assignments and pay their 
bills.  In addition, they have to provide for their 
family with materials.  The best way to find 
money is to work hard.  Secondly, students 
have to continue their family responsibilities.  
Comla Saba Tsengle, a Togolese student in 
Iowa City said, “I worked forty hours per week 
because I had to feed my family.  I had two 
kids who needed materials like clothes, shoes 
and toys.  I was in charge of feeding them.  To 
satisfy their desire or needs, I had to work in 
order to earn money.  Besides, I had the 
parenthood obligation to stay with my family; 
however, I had little time to stay at home and 
to do my assignments.  Every single day, I 
didn’t find time to enjoy myself in my family.”  
Working and going to school are difficult to 
handle. 
 Despite the difficulties, if students set 
up goals with a tremendous sacrifice, they will 
succeed.  Abel Akondo, a Togolese student 
worked full-time at Sedona Group Company 
and went to school full-time at Black Hawk 
College.  His goal was to graduate from the 
ESL program by fall 2005.  Abel said, “I took 
Writing I, Reading I and Conversation I classes 
in fall 2005.  Everyday, I went to school from 
8:30 am to 3:00 pm.  After finishing my classes 
at 11:30 am, I stayed at school to do my 
homework until 3:00 pm; I left school to go 

home where I often spend 45 
minutes.  At 4:00 pm, I started my 
job and finished at midnight.  I 
frequently arrived home around 
1:00 am.  I took a shower and 
continued my homework until 

2:00 am; then I went to bed.  I always woke up 
at 7:00 am and prepared to go to school.  I had 
a strict schedule for school and work.  At the 
end of the semester, I succeeded with an A 
grade in every class.  With tremendous 
sacrifice, I overcame this complex situation of 
going to school and working.” 
 Since I came to the USA, my goal was 
to graduate from ESL program in a short 
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period of time and then to transfer to Western 
Illinois University in order to continue in my 
majors:  mathematics and economics.  
Therefore, I organized my activities according 
to this goal.  I have been working hard with 
tremendous sacrifices to achieve this goal. 
 Living in the USA demands financial 
resources to satisfy needs.  As a student, I 
have to work hard with motivation, strong 
desire and sacrifices to succeed at 

school and in my 
professional life.  Every 
student, who plans to 

immigrate to USA, must 
have in mind working and 
going to school.  Similar to 

every student, I will never forget my struggles 
in the USA. 
 

 
Stereotypes About Foreign Students 

BY: YAO AGBA 
     Close to two years ago when I was 
walking in the school hall at BHC, I met one of 
my friends, Dave, an American, who asked me 
a question that shocked me. He said, 
“Hey, Yao, I heard that in Africa, people ride 
elephants and donkeys instead of cars. Is this 

true?” I was not angry; I took my 
time to answer  and explain the 
situation to him. Dave’s 
questions are typical; they are 
often based on stereotypes of 
my country. Even though most 
of the questions are negative, I 

feel I ought to handle them and 
try to give the right information about my 
country. Some American students understand 
that most of the news features about Africa 
focus only on our problems, but some students 
do not want to understand. Wars and diseases 
in Africa are featured on news programs, which 
have more negative than positive information 
about Africa and many other foreign countries. 
Despite the awkwardness stereotypes have 
caused, I see them as an opportunity to talk 
about my country.  

Throughout the United States, Africa is 
believed to be a big country. In fact, this is not 
true. Africa is a continent, the third biggest one 
among the five world continents. Africa is far 
bigger than America. In fact, this continent is 
three times larger and much bigger than the 

country, the United States. To answer Dave’s 
question, I just reminded him that most 
countries in Africa were 
colonized, not by the United 
States but by many 
developed countries from 
Europe. My country, Togo 
was colonized by France, and 
the French provided us cars. 
People who live in a desert use camels, 
donkeys, and cars. In Togo, there is no desert. 
We drive cars just as people drive cars in the 
U.S. Besides, some expensive cars here in the 
United States such as Mercedes Benz, BMW, 
Toyota, and Honda are used as taxis in Togo 
and in Africa. 
      One day my friend, Simplice, from 
Togo, was asked by his American girlfriend 
who he had just started dating if he 
knew how to turn on a TV or use 
a computer. To answer his 
girlfriend, Simplice came over to 
her house, took the remote and 
turned on the TV and the radio, and then 
changed the stations. His girlfriend was 
surprised and apologized to him. Simplice did 
not get angry because he recognized that her 
questions were not intended to hurt him. 
       There are many stereotypes about 
Africa regarding technology and development.  
I found another stereotype when one day an 
American student asked me if Africans use 
cell-phones. Of course, we use cell-phones in 

Africa. I told him if he did not believe in 
what I was saying, I would call my father 
or my sister in my country to prove the 
truth to him. To prove myself, I pulled out 

my cell phone and called my sister from my 
country and told the American student to talk to 
her. He could not speak French, and my sister 
could not speak English either.  

Similar stereotypes occurred with one 
of my friends, a Mexican, who was asked if 
there is an airport in 
Mexico. American 
students then wanted to 
know how many hours it 
took him to reach the 
United States.  My friend 
told them only three 
hours, but they did not 
believe him. To Americans, the Mexicans do 
not fly; they swim from Mexico to the United 
States. In addition, American students believe 
that Mexico does not have much industry. 
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On the other hand, there are some 
positive, but unfounded stereotypes about 

other countries; some 
countries are believed to 
be successful. For 
example, Japan is one of 
the most powerful 
countries in the world, so 

Americans know many of positive features 
about Japan. Nari, one of the Japanese 
students at BHC, said that one stereotype 
people have about the Japanese is that they 
are all able to use a computer. He tells people 
this is not true. Even though Japan is known 
for the genius of computers, he did not know 
how to use computer before he came to the 
U.S. 
      Some people ask stereotypical 
questions because they want to know the truth; 
other questions are asked to embarrass us.  I 

do not feel angry when people 
ask me these questions when 
they are done out of curiosity or 
ignorance, not with the meaning 
to hurt. I see questions as the 

opportunity to talk about my country. But my 
suggestion to American people who ask these 
kinds of questions is to think twice before 
asking to make sure it’s a reasonable question.  
 

 
 

BHC School Opportunities 
BY: MAGNUN LEQUESSIM 

  Why do many of the college students in 
the Quad-Cities prefer to come to Black Hawk 
College? Are there some exceptional things it 
has that other colleges do not have? If there is 
something that attracts both parents and 
students to focus their idea on BHC, what is it? 
When I arrived in the Quad-Cities, the first 
college that was suggested to me to attend 
was Black Hawk College, not because of its 
conveniences but because of its fame. Now 
that I attend the college, I am discovering 
exceptional and various 
opportunities that it offers to 
me and to other students.  
  The first special 
attribute that BHC offers to me 
is the ESL program, the only 
program which will help me to survive in my 
new culture. In fact, I am from West Africa 
which has French as its official language. Now 

that I am in the USA and want to 
continue with my academic 
courses, English is the key 
that I should have to succeed 
without problems. 
Fortunately, BHC, with its ESL 
program, helps not only me, but 
also other International students from Mexico, 
Japan, Iran, and Yugoslavia and all over the 
world who need to improve their English to 
overcome the barrier of language. Isaac Carr, 
one of the international students that I met 
almost two years ago asserted, “The ESL 
program helps me to rebuild my knowledge 
and prepare me to go to the college.”  I want to 
thank one of the ESL pioneers, Anne Bollati, 
who set up the program to serve the 
international students who wanted to enter to 
the academic environment. She said that she 
developed the transition program to connect 
the Outreach Center—the first learning center 
of English language—to the college ESL 
program. She added Levels 6 and 7, which 
include the skills of writing, reading, listening 
and speaking. 
    Another opportunity that BHC gives to 
all its students is the computer lab. Many 
students are so pleased to use the computer 

lab at school, even on the 
weekends. Can you 
imagine that a college 
provides this facility to its 
students?  As you know, 
some students are not 
able to afford a computer at 

home, and you are also aware that the 
computer is extremely necessary to a student’s 
success. In order to give ESL students 
opportunities for those who can not afford a 
computer to achieve their goals, BHC 
introduced the ESL computer lab program in 
1995 to help those students. BHC has 
upgraded its equipment and continues to do 
so. 
 Finally, the third gift BHC offers to its 
students is the scholarship.  Indeed, the 
college has support from the federal and the 
state governments for student grants, work-
study positions and loans. 
Students who are U.S. 
citizens are allowed for 
free to fill out the financial 
aid application, and Joanna 
Dye, who works in the Financial 
Aid Office, was very glad to tell me that 
almost half of BHC students are eligible for 
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scholarships. The full-time student can have at 
most $4050 every year; the state grants pays 
for the tuition for qualified students, and they 
don’t have to pay the money back while they 
are in school, but they have to pay the money 
back after they start working. In addition, BHC 
pays $6.5/hr to students for a work-study 
position like an assistant secretary or a 
computer repairer. 
      Why wait so long to attend this college 
which satisfies the needs of any student? BHC 
has its door opened widely, so come through 
to benefit from its advantages. 
 
 

             
 
 
Activities, Entertainment, ect. 

Around the Quad Cities 
BY:  JESSICA CHEN 

 When I moved from New York City to 
Moline four and a half years ago, the first thing 
that came to my mind was where to find the 
beach. First, I looked on the web. Then, I 
asked the people at restaurants whenever I 
went out to eat with my family. Also, I asked 
the new friends that I had just made. It was 
very disappointing to hear that there was no 
beach around here because the beach is my 
favorite place to be. I thought to myself, I 
needed to find out what everyone in the Quad 
Cities does for fun. I wanted to find out what 
Quad Citians do for family fun, entertainment, 
and social activities. 
 For family fun around the Quad Cities, 
people go to special places, picnics in the park, 

family dinners, and holiday 
parades. One special 
place is the Niabi Zoo in 
Coal Valley. The place 
opens up in the spring 
time, and it is full of fun 
animals to see, for 

example tigers, lions, birds, 
monkeys, zebras, goats, and a lot more. The 
price of entrance is $4.00 per person, but 
$2.00 on Tuesdays only. For picnics at the 
park and family dinners, families choose 
different places depending on what they would 
want to celebrate, like a special occasion or 
just go for fun of it; for example, around the 
end of the school year, a lot of parks have 
graduation parties that families throw for their 
children. Also, families will reserve tables in 

restaurants if their relatives come from out of 
town. The price for the guests for this fun time 
is an empty stomach and a big appetite. 
Holiday parades are free and provide 
opportunities for getting lots of candy and 
seeing all the crazy creative things that the 
participants have done to be in the parade; 
now is the time for a lot of high school 
homecoming parades, and lots of high school 
students are making floats to show off their 
class pride. It doesn’t cost anything to see the 
parade. All these activities provide a great time 
for family bonding.                  
  Quad Citians enjoy entertainment 
especially happening on the weekends. They 
go to movies, concerts, and clubs. If anyone is 
thinking about going to see a movie, I 
would recommend “Wedding 
Crashers” because it is so funny. 
This movie is showing at the 
Great Escape in Moline and 
Showcase 53 in Davenport. 
These two movies theaters have 
all the new release movies. To get in, movies 
cost $6.00 before 6 p.m., and cost $8.75 after 
6 p.m. Lots of concerts happen at the Mark of 
Quad Cities. Popular groups often come. On 
Oct. 8, 2005, REO Speed wagon and Styx 
came to the Mark. Fans, if you want to go to a 
concert, the tickets usually cost $39.00-$49.00 
each. Also, clubs around the Quad Cities 
provide fun because there are dances and 
contests. One place called Las Bananas is a 
dance club in Davenport. It is a great place for 
entertainment. You don’t have to be 21 years 
old to get in. You can be 19, but you need an 
ID. 
 Activities are a great way to be out and 
about and enjoy the people around. The Quad 
Cities has many festivals and sport events. At 
festivals like the Bix 7, at the end of July, you 
can buy crafts, foods, and tickets for rides. The 
Mississippi Valley Fair and the Rock Island 

County Fair at the beginning of 
August are the best places 

for fun because they cost 
from $3.00-$8.00, and you 

can stay there all day. The 
sports events at the Quad Cities are very 
popular because sports games are going on in 
every season and at different places, for 
example “Swing” baseball games, Mallards 
hockey games, and local college sports. 
“Activities around the Quad Cities are always 
fun to enjoy with friends,” says Jennifer 
Winthures, a BHC student.    

$
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  In conclusion, I didn’t find the beach 
here at the Quad Cities, and I was very 
disappointed; however, I did find a lot of other 
fun social activities, entertainment, and family 
fun. For me, every year I always look forward 
to seeing all the animals, especially the tigers, 
at Niabi Zoo with my 
family. I enjoy going 
out with friends to see 
movies, like a “girl’s 
night out.” Also, every 
summer I go buy 
tickets to go to the fair 
and sport events with a group of my friends. I 
would recommend everyone to go out and 
explore all the things around the Quad Cities 
with friends, family, and the person you love 
the most. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

BY: “WILLIAM” KWAMIVI SOGLO 
 My name is “William” Kwamivi Soglo, 
and I’m student in ESL Writing II Class at Black 
Hawk College. I came from Togo (West Africa), 
and I have been living in United States for 
almost three years. American and International 
students wrote to me about their problems, and 
I decided to write this column to advise them 
because people often come to me for 
assistance when they have difficulties. 
 
 
Dear William: 
I have a problem with meeting new people or 
talking in front of many people. It takes me 
time to feel comfortable with others. It is not 
because I can’t speak English well, but I am a 
shy person. To cover my shyness, usually, I 
start to laugh when talking to somebody, and I 
don’t think that it is a good idea to do so. Are 

you a shy person too? What 
should I do to solve this 
problem? 

Signed, 
Too Shy 

 
Dear Too Shy:    
Thank you for telling me about your problem. 
You asked me if I am a shy person or not, and 
my response to your question is “No”. I was 
shy a couple years ago, and I couldn’t stand in 

front of my classmates or a crowd of people 
just like you. Sometimes, my friends took 
advantage of my shyness to make fun of me. I 
was miserable. I couldn’t look in anybody’s 
face until the day I have decided to get over 
that sickness. How did I do it? 
I started seeing myself as the 
most important person on the 
planet and the most 
intelligent; in short, I started 
seeing myself positively by 
changing my mind. Usually, 
what happens is a person 
who is shy considers him (her) self beneath 
others. This is wrong. My suggestion is to hold 
your head up high when talking to your friends. 
Change any negativity which comes to your 
mind about yourself and don’t ever 
underestimate yourself. 

Sincerely yours, 
William 

 
 
Dear William: 
I have difficulties with working, going to school 
and trying to find time for my homework and 
my family. How can I manage my time to get 
all done? 

Sincerely, 
Unknown 

 
Dear Unknown: 
I am concerned about your 
problem, for I’m in the same 
condition as you are. To tell 
you the truth, it is not easy 
at all. I suggest that you 
look at the two articles in the Newsletter to 
read more details about how you can manage 
your time in order to have positive results. 
Don’t miss them. 

Truthfully yours, 
William 

 
 
Dear William: 
I’m 19 years old; I have a two-year-old son and 
just find out that I am two months pregnant.  
One of the two men I slept with is the father of 
the child. But the bottom line is I don’t want 
either one to be the father. What should I do? 

A Big One 
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Dear Big One: 
I want to tell you that to accept the situation as 
it is and try to find who the father is for the 
sake of the child. Even though you don’t like 
the men, you have to think about the child you 
are carrying. My suggestion for you is to do 
whatever it takes to give birth to that child who 
is very important and then go to the next step 
to find the baby’s father. 

Sincerely, 
William 

 
 
Dear William: 
I have difficulties of motivating myself. How do 
I get that fixed? 

Sincerely, 
Non-Motivated 

 
Dear Non- Motivated: 
As a student, you have to 
motivate yourself. Maybe until 
now you haven’t had set up 
any goals for yourself, which is 
not good for a college student 
like you. People often get motivated when they 
have a goal, something they are working 
toward. A Togolese proverb says that, “The 
future is for those who wake up early in the 
morning and go to bed later in the night.” You 
must start seeing yourself as someone who 
really wants to succeed and set up a few goals 
for yourself, and I am sure that you will be 
more motivated. 

Truthfully, 
William 

 
 

 
Dear William: 
I always study for my psychology class, but I 
never have a good grade. Are there any kinds 

of methods which can help me have a good 
grade? 

Need Help 
 

Dear Need Help: 
I have been through the same 
problem five years ago, when I 
was working toward my Bachelor’s 
degree in Togo. I never got a 
good grade in Human Resources Management 
though I studied anytime I had a test. I found 
out later that I wasn’t studying that well, so I 
change the method. How? Every time I had a 
test, the day before the test I studied my 
lessons and if something was unclear for me, I 
always asked my friends for help. The day of 
the test I woke up earlier to go over my lessons 
and read some of my teacher’s exercises that 
we had done in classroom. I usually came up 
with a good grade.  
 
There may be some other reasons for your 
problems.  First, maybe you don’t like the 
psychology class. This happens often to us as 
students. If you don’t like 
the class, you are not really 
motivated and don’t do well. 
My advice for you is to be 
more interested in the 
psychology class, and you 
will do better in it. Remind 
yourself that the psychology 
class is a part of the degree you are working 
toward, and you have to take it seriously. 
Second, maybe you do not really understand 
your teacher during the lessons. 
If this is the case I suggest you ask a lot of 
questions of your teacher. Get more 
explanations and feel free sometimes to ask 
your classmates.  

Sincerely yours, 
William  
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Jessica Chen came to the U.S. from China 

when she was ten years old. 
She lived in New York City for 
four years then moved to 
Moline. She likes to run and to 
play mini golf with her friends. 
Her favorite animal is the 
tiger. Her goal is to be 

successful in the future. 
 
 
Modzinu Dogbe is thirty-nine 
years old. He has a degree in 
agronomy from the University 
of Lome-Togo. He taught high 
school physics and chemistry 
for five years in Togo. He 
moved to the U.S. in 2003. In 
his free time, he likes to read and have 
conversations with his friends. He plans to 
study agricultural business after he completes 
the ESL classes. 
 
 
Ana Mattia was born and lives in the south of 

Brazil. She moved to the U.S. 
in May 2005 because her 
husband has an assignment 
for the company for which he 
works. She will go back to 
Brazil next year when her 
husband’s assignment is 

completed. She studies a lot because she feels 
this is a good opportunity for her to improve 
her English. She would like to graduate in 
international business.  
 
 
Kamadim Douti was born in 
Lome, Togo. He has his high 
school diploma in accounting. 
He moved to the USA in 
January 2004. His hobbies are 
playing soccer and going to the 
movies. He wants to be an 
accountant after he completes the ESL 
classes. 
 

 
 
 
 
Born in Togo, Yao Avoudzega-Agba has his 

high school diploma in 
mathematics and science 
from Togo. He came to the 
U.S.A. in October 2003. He 
likes to dance and to have 
fun with friends in his leisure 
time. His goal is to be major 

in engineering. 
 
 
Born in Togo, “William” 
Kwamivi Soglo completed 
his Master degree in 
management from the 
University of Lome –Togo. He 
came to the U.S. in 2002.  He 
likes to read and listen to the music. His goal is 
earn a masters degree in business 
administration.  
 

 
Kimiko Kojima likes 
photography. She also likes 
to spend her time with her 
family and friends.  She likes 
music and movies. She 
wants to major in political 

science. 
 
 
Magnim Lequessim is from 
Togo and has her high school 
diploma in science. She moved 
to the U.S. in 2003. She likes 
swimming and jogging. She 
wants to major in civil 
engineering. 
 
 

Marvin Mejia is from El 
Salvador.  He came to the 
U.S. in 1991. He likes soccer 
and boxing. He will be 
majoring in electro-
engineering after he 
completes the ESL program. 
 

ABOUT THE WRITERS 
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The Writing II students take some time off from the intensity of writing to clown around in the 
ESL writing lab.  The students wrote and revised their articles in the first six weeks of the 
semester.  The newsletter came together because of invaluable writing help from Ann Ney 
and Anne Bollati, and from the technical expertise of Sheryl Gragg, who organized the layout 
and graphics of the newsletter. 
--Karen Hindhede, Instructor 

 
Koffi Tete came to the U.S in 2003 from Togo. 

He works at Tyson Foods 
Company. He likes to play 
soccer and to listen to the 
music. He would like to be a 
mathematics teacher at a 
university after he completes 
the ESL program. 

 

 
Isaac Carr is from Liberia, a country, he says, 
that was filled with milk and 
honey but is now a country  
filled with hatred and 
segregation because of war. 
He graduated from high school 
in Liberia, hoping to have 
attended the university to study 
aviation, but now because of his passion of 
caring for others, he is going to study nursing. 
 



PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
The ESL program is an academic program designed for non-
native speakers and international students who need English
skills to participate in American society, to enroll in vocational 
or academic programs at the college level, or to enter or advance
in the workplace. Students will attain and refine language and
study skills as well as deepen their knowledge of U. S. culture
through a series of specially designed courses in sentence structure,
reading , writing, speaking, listening, pronunciation, and conver-
sation. Students have access to computer, video, and lab equipment
through the Independent Learning Center. Individual and group
tutoring can be arranged free of charge for any student needing
help. Students may also participate in college clubs and attend
all extra-curricular activities.

TESTING:
Students do not need to present a TOEFL (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) score to enter Black Hawk College’s ESL 
program, but students should have a beginning knowledge 
of English equivalent to 430 or 117 on the TOEFL to move
through the program efficiently. If the student has taken the
TOEFL, he/she should report the score to the ESL Coordinator,
for this and other test scores will help place the student accurately
in the program. Before class registration, all first-semester students
will be given the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency.
The test is composed of three segments:

1. Michigan Test of Aural Comprehension (listening)
2. Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency 

(grammar, vocabulary, reading)
3. Writing Sample (composition)

Placement on the test is as follows:
60 or below  beginning level
60 to 69         intermediate level
70 to 80         advanced
80 or above   academic program

PROGRAM PROFILE:
Students attend classes 5 days per week. The average class size
is small and the average course load is three hours each day.
Students are given daily assignments as well as special projects
that are completed outside of class. Students take the equivalent
of 12 credit hours for a full class load. Upon finishing the program,
students receive a certificate of completion at the spring graduation
ceremony.

INTERMEDIATE ESL:
Students who enter this level have decided to begin academic 
or vocational programs. All reading, writing, speaking, listening,
and sentence structure activities are taught in the context of a
variety of academic disciplines. Students study the simple sentence
from a linguistic perspective, write paragraphs using all rhetorical
modes, write college essays, give 5 to 10 minute oral presentations,
use the computerized library resources, listen to academic lectures
and take notes.

Courses of this level: ESL 061  Simple Sentence Structure
ESL 063  Reading I
ESL 065  Writing I
ESL 067  Listening/Speaking I
ESL 069  Pronunciation and Conversation

ADVANCED ESL:
Students in this level advance their language skills and knowledge
of the academic culture so that they can enter academic classes
or vocational programs. They study complex sentence structure,
write documented academic essays and research papers, read a
variety of texts from many disciplines, read a novel, listen to lectures
and take notes, and give 10—15 minute speeches. Students at
this level participate in a number of special projects. They create
an ESL newsletter that is distributed campus-wide; listen to lectures
given by Black Hawk College professors, and interview professionals
in their chosen fields. Students take field trips related to class
readings.

Courses of this level: ESL 073  Reading II
ESL 075  Writing II 

s COMM 105/ESL 072  
Essentials of English/Grammar II

s COMM 100/ESL 078  
Communication Skills/
Listening/Speaking II

*  All of these courses are offered at Black Hawk College.
s Students receive 3 transferable credits for each of these      

courses.

For more information contact:
Ann Bollati

English as a Second language Coordinator
309-796-5183

ESL English as a Second Language Program

                                




